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SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
OF EXPANSION MAPPINGS

H. K. Pathak, S. M. Kang, S. S. Chang and J. W. Ryu

1. Introduction.
Initially, the concept of 2-metric spaces has been investigated by 

Gahler in a series of papers [3], [4] and [5] and has been developed 
extensively by Gahler and many other researchers. On the other hand, 
the several authors have studies the aspects of fixed point theory for 
several types of contractive mappings in the setting of the 2-metric 
spaces. Recently, Chang-Kang [2] and Kang-Chang-Ryu [6] proved 
요point theorems of expansive mappings whrdi corr^pond some 
contractive mappings in 2-metric spaces. In 1992, Chang [1] showed 
that suitable conditions are necessary in 난leir results.

In this paper, we prove some common fixed point theorems of ex
pansive mappings. Some of our results improve the results obtained 
by Chang-Kang [2] and Kang-Chang'Ryu [이.

2. Preliminaries
From Gahler [3] and White [8], we have the following definitions.

DEFINITION 2.1. A 2-metric space is a set X with a real-valued 
function d on X x X x X satisfying 난le following conditions:

(&?i) For distinct points y in X、there exists a point z in X such 
that z)丰 0,

(心2) d(j g, z) = 0 if at least two of x, y, z are equal,
(M3) d{x,y,z) = d(x.z,y) = d(y,z,x),
(』£) d(匸 y. z) < + d(g u, z) + J(tz, y, z) for all x, y、z, u in

X.

The function d is called a 2-metric for the space X and (X, d) denotes 
a 2-metric space. It has been shown by Gahler [3] that a 2-metric d is 
non-negative.
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DEFINITION 2.2. A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X, d) is said 
to be convergent to a point 2: in X if limn a) = 0 for all a in X.

DEFINITION 2.3, A sequence {xn} in a 2-metric space (X, d) is said 
to be a Cauchy sequence if limm)n d(xm^xn^a) = 0 for all a in X. A 
2-metric space (X, d) is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence 
in X is convergent.

DEFINITION 2.4. A mapping S from a 2-metric space (X, d) into 
itself is said to be sequentially continuous at a point ⑦ in X if for 
every sequence {xn} in X such that limn J(rrn,T, a) = 0 for all a in X、 
lim„ d{Sxn^ Sxy a) = 0 for all a in X.

Throughout this paper, let :F be the family of mappings such that 
for each © J戶，© : {0,。。)—> [0,00) is upper semi-continuous from the 
right and non-decreasing in each coordinate variable with< t for 
all Z > 0.

We also need the following Lemma due to Matkoski [7] in the proof 
of our main theorems.

LEMMA. If <^(i) < t for every t > 0, then limn(l>n(t) — 0, where 
妒(f) denotes the composition of S(Z) with n-times.

3. The Main Theorems
Now, we prove some common fixed point theorems which is moti

vated by the expansive condition used by Kang- Chang-Ryu [이.

THEOREM 3.1. Let S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X/) into itself such that S(X) 으 S2(X), S(X) 으 TS(X) and S(X) 
is complete. Suppose that there existsC F such that for each z, y 
and a in X, at least one of the following conditions holds:

(i) (이*，TSy,«)) > d(Sx, Sy, a).

(ii) <b(d(SfTSy, a)) > 期($r, Sy, a) 4- d(TSy, Sy, a)].

(iii) ^(d(S2z,TSy, a)) > :[d(S*, $2吗 이 + 必%, Sg, a)].

(iv) (j>(d{S2x,TSy,a)) > S2x,a) + d(TSy, Sy,a)

+ d(Sx, Sy, a)].
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Then either S or T has a fixed point, or S and T have a common fixed 
point.

Proof. Let xQ be an arbitrary point X. Since S(X) 으 S2(X) and 
S(X) 으 7S(X), we have for xq € X, there exists a point xi in X such 
that S2xx = Sxq — ?/o, say, and for this point Ti, 나lere exists a point 
X2 in X such that TSx2 = Sx^ = say. Inductively, we can define a 
sequence {yn} in S(X) such that

S *2升 + 1 = S©Zn =，2n and TSx2n-^2 = = ?/2n+l •

It is easy to show that, for each of the inequalities (i)~(iv), that we 
have 0(^(t/2n,y2n+i,a)) > d(；2孔+i"/2n+2)Q)・ Then one can show that

> 以切”+2"/2冗+3,。)，hence for arbitrary n,

Q))之 d(如+i：a)

for all a in X. Now, if y2n =더t for any n, one has that 也「，is a 
fixed point of S, from the definition {yn}. It 난ion follows that, also, 
V2n+i = ?/2n+2, which implies that j/2n is also a fixed point of T.

For an arbitrary n, we have

d(yn,yn+l,a) < (/>(d(yn_1,yn,a)) < • • • < <f)n (d(t/o, Vi, a))

for all a in X. By Lemma, limn d(yn, yn+1, a) = 0 for all a in X.
Now, using the technique of Kang-Chang-Ryu [6], one would prove 

that {yn} a Cauchy sequence and it converges to some point y in S(X). 
Consequently, the subsequences {y2n}-){?/2n+i} and {'271+2} converge 
to y. Let y = S2u and y = TSv for some u and v in X, respectively. 
From inequalities (i)〜(iv\ it follows that at least one of the following 
inequalities must be true for an infinite number of values of n: for all 
a in X,

。0(史5；,硏)> d(Sx2n+i,Sv,a)

机、d(g2n、gq、「) > |[t/(S'a：2n+i,5v,a) + d(TSv, Sv,a)]

©(d(g2n"/,a)) > |[J(Sx2n+i,S'2x2n+i,a) + d(Sr2n+i,Sv,a)]
厶

小(d(、说n,g,a)) > ^[d(Sx2n+i,S2x2n+l,a) + d(TSv,Sv,a) 
o

+ d(Sx2n+i,Sv,a)]
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Taking the limit as n —> oo in each case yields y = Sv. A similar 
argument applies to proving that y = Su. Therefore, y is a common 
fixed point of S and T. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 3.2. Let S and T be sequentially continuous mappings 
from a 2-metric space (X, d) into itself such that S(X) C S2(X), 
S(X) 으 7S(X) and S(X) is complete. Suppose that there exists 
© C 下 such that

4>(d(S2T,TSy1a)) > min{J(5x, a), d{TSy^ Sy, a). Sy. a)}

for all x, y and a in X, where 辭洵妒< oo for allt>0.
Then S or T has a fixed point or S and T have a common fixed point.

Proof. Define a sequence {yn} as in Theorem 3.1. If yn = 四+i for 
any n. then S or T has a fixed point.

It is easy to show that, for each of the given inequality, that we 
have S(d(g/2n,，2n+i,a)) > <Z(y2n+i,?/2n+2,«)• Then one can show that 
©(d(，2n+i,02n+2,a)) > 以切서或,，2a+3,a), hence for arbitrary n,

机d(如，；n+i,a)) > d(如+i,；n+2,a)

for all a in X. As in Theorem 3.1, we have that limn J(yn, a) = 0 
for all a in X. From 4(0) = 0, we have for every non-negative integer 
m,

+ ^(ym,ym-l,yo) + d(；m ,, 01)

< d(yo,yi,ym-i) + + d(gu/o,，i))

=< d(go,yi"/m-2)< •••
으 d(yo,yi,yi) = 0.

Therefore, we obtain d{yn^yn^^ym) = 0. For arbitrary non-negative 
integers z,项 and fc (0 < z < j < fc),

火)< + d(yt^t+l,yk) + d(yt+1,yj,yk)

=d(yt+i,y},yk)

—'''d(，丿—1 = 0-
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Thus,(胞1糸"幷)=0. For any m < n, for all a in X,

Vn)이 으 如3/m+l, Q)+ 5 Vnt a)

= d(jjm)，m+l ? a) + d('m나 1 •> a)
% d(j/m>ym+l,a) + d(j/m+l, I/m+2, 이 +，*，

+ </(z/n_i,yn,a)

< #n(d(g(),gi,a)) + • • • + ^n-1 (d(l/0, ?/l, «)) •

From 二0 扩(t) < 00 for all t > 0, it follows that (j/n} is a Cauchy se
quence and it converges to some point y in S(X). Consequently, {，如}〉 
{y2n+i} and {j/2n+2)converge to y. By the sequentially continuity of 
S and 7*

*5，*^2n+l = S*/2n+l = J/2n —，Sq
as 72 —> OO.

끄S适 n十 2 = 끄，2件+2 = 洗허」— Ty

Thus, S and T have a common fixed point.

COROLLARY 3.3. (1) Let. S and T be mappings from a 2-metric 
space (X, d) into itself such that S(X) C S2(X), S(X) C 7S(X) and 
S(X) is complete. Suppose that there exists real numbers h > 1 such 
that for each x. y and a in X, at least one of the following conditions 
holds:

d(S2x,TSy,a) > hd(Sxy Sy, a).

d(S2x,TSy,a) > Sy,a) + d(ZSq,y,이].

d(S2xyTSy^a) > 勺찌 4- d(Sx^ Sy,a)].

d(S2x,TSy^a) > —\d(Sx^S2x.a) + d(TSy^ Sy. a) + 5y,a)].
o

Then either S or T has a fixed point, or S and T have a common Gxed 
point

(2) Let S and T be sequentially continuous mappings from a 2-metric 
space (X, d) into itself such that S(X) C S2(X), S(X) 으 TS(X) and 
S(X) is complete. Suppose that there exists h > 1 such that

d(S2x. TSy^ a) > himn{d(Sx^S2x^a\d(<TSy^ Sy^a).d(Sx^ Syya)} 
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for all xy y and a in X,
Then S or T has a fixed point or S and T have a common fixed point.

Proof. For </> € T7, we define(/> : [0, oo) —> [0, oo) by ©(t) = § 切 where 
h > 1. From Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain (1) and (2), respectively.

Theorem 3.4. Let S and T be mappings from a 2-metric space 
(X/) into itself such that S(X) 으 S2(X), S(X) C TS(X) mdS(X) is 
complete. Suppose that there exists non-negative real numbers a < 1, 
/3 < 1 and y (a + /3 + y > 1) such that

d(S2x^TSy^ a) > a d(Sz, S2xya) + 0 d(TSy^ Sy、a) + yd(Sx^ Sy, a) 

for all z, y and a in X.
Then S and T have a common fixed point.

Proof. Define a sequence {yn} as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 
y2n = J/2n4-i for some n. Then, tor £ili a in A,

너t)Q)= d(S 9：2孔+1,75020+2)a)

> Q d(Sh：2서一1, S2x2n+1, a) + d(TSx2n^2,Sx2n-}-2, «)

+ g d(Sh2n+l, Sh2”+2,功
=ad(y2n,y2n4-i,a) +0d(y2"+i,V2”+2,a)

that is, rf(y2n,!/2n+i,a) > (§竺)d(g&+M/2n+2,a) which says that 
V2n+i =，2n+2 since 0 + 7 # 0. Thus, y2n is a common fixed point of 
S and T. Similarly, y2n+i = 02n+2 gives that y2n+i is a common fixed 
point of S and T.

Now, suppose that yn 丰 四+i for each n. Then, for all a in X、

*^(?/2n, ?/2n4-l, ◎) = d(S ^2n-f-l, TSx2n+2i 찌

>。以(切n、/2n+l,a) + B C?(y2n+l,J/2n+2,«)

+ (洗n+i"/2n+2, 이•

Thus, we have

1 — ct 
<Pirf(y2n,y2n+i,a), where pi = —— < 1 

P+7
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for all a in X. Similarly, we have, for all a in X.

1-/3 
d(g2n+2,M"+3,a) W P2以(M如+i32n+2,이, where p2 = —-— < 1.

a + 丁

Putting p = max{p1,p2}, we have, for all a in X,

으 p(l(yn_l,yn,a).

Therefore, {yn} is a Cauchy sequence and it converges to some point y 
in S(X\ Consequently, the subsequences {洗n}・and {洗凡+孙 
converge to y. Let y = S2u and y = TSv for some u and v in X, 
respectively. Then, for all a in X、

d(，2編，“)=d(S2x2n^i^TSv.a),

Letting n t oo, we have 0 N (丿8 + Y)d(y、Su、q) for all a in X, so that 
y = Su. Similarly, y = Su. Therefore, S and T have a common fixed 
point.

REMARK. Our results improve several results of Chang-Kang [2] 
and K a ng- Chang- Ryu [이 (see, Chang [1]). Furthermore, we have used 
non-surjective mappings.
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